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This classic series of duets for like instruments is recognizable to nearly everyone who has ever

studied an instrument. The wealth of material supplements musical development and provides a rich

experience for growing musicians. Duet playing is often a student's first form of ensemble

experience - technique, tone quality, intonation and balance are introduced as students do one of

the things they enjoy most - making music with a friend. And duet playing leads easily and naturally

to competent performance in larger ensembles. (Vol. I - Easy to Medium, Vol. 2 - Medium to

Advanced)
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This book was suggested by my daughter's flute teacher, she has been playing for 2 years. The

duets are beautiful. Definitely not a beginner's book, but the range of skill levels needed is

impressive.

This book is, much like the name implies, for the advance player. The duets are usually more than

two pages long with repeats and codas. A great investment for any flute player who endeavors to

get better.

I've had this book for about a year but have only played the first piece which I love. Mainly my friend

and I play Selected Duets for Flute Volume 1 because this first piece in Vol 2 is too long to play



between classes. I would love to play it as a duet but enjoy it solo too.

They are quite a bit more work than book one, harder to talk someone into playing with you, and the

selections are LONG! Some of them are more than 10 minutes if you take the repeats.I'm not sure

what you would use them for, honestly. They tend to be too belligerent for a wedding for

instance.But they are a lot of fun. I've had this book for twenty some years and love to get it out and

blast through it for an hour or two. Since I'm the only one in the family who doesn't really watch

movies it is great revenge when kids and husband are all plugged into their separate netflix worlds

and using up the bandwidth. Our main family rule is that music practice trumps TV so they don't

dare complain about the noise. (evil laugh)

This book is great! I am a music teacher and I use the book with my intermediate-advanced

students. It pushes my students, which helps their level improve. The music is great and I really like

the arrangements. I highly recommend this book to anyone!

These collections of Rubank flute duets, from beginner to advanced, were staples of my childhood. I

can't tell you how many hours of fun I had with friends playing these. If you're starting out on an

instrument, or your child is, invest in a few duet books. Playing duets is enormous fun, much freer

than the practice that also goes into playing an instrument, and it shows you even at a beginning

stage how much fun playing a musical instrument can be. These arrangements are varied,

harmonic, and both parts are equally challenging and fun to play.

This book is full of fun duets by notable composers. It's great for an enjoyable night of casual

playing with a friend.
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